Cycle2max Climb Sponsorship
Becoming a Climb Sponsor on Cycle2max is a unique form of advertising with potentially huge returns
in gaining recognition for your business, cause or company.
How does it work?
It's simple. You make an offer to sponsor a climb and if your offer is accepted then 50% of your offer
goes into a reward to any cyclist who can beat the fastest time for that climb. Your hill climb ‘naming
rights’, link and logo then gets exclusive exposure until the time gets beaten or 3 months from the
date of sponsorship (whichever comes first).
What’s the catch?
The catch is you determine what you want to pay (must be accepted by Cycle2max) but if the time
gets beaten the next day, the rider is rewarded and the climb sponsorship is up for renewal again.
What happens if the time doesn’t get beaten at the end of 3 months?
If the hill climb time doesn’t get beaten within 3 months then the climb sponsorship is open for one
other sponsor to join you. Exposure of your brand and the co-sponsor is then recognized via your
logos at the top of the climb page and all the individual times relating to that page. The co-sponsor
contribution of 50% of their offer will get added to the prize value and make the climb more enticing
for better riders to attempt the record. Again both sponsors will stay as sponsors until the climb time
gets beaten or another 3 months is up. At this stage the process will keep repeating itself ie. A 3rd
sponsor, logo and link will be added etc. etc.
Example: Bobbin Head Hill Climb, NSW
For example let’s say a local cafe wants to sponsor the Bobbin Head Hill Climb in NSW and their offer
to sponsor it is only $200 because the climb is not that popular on the website and they think it will
probably get beaten pretty quickly.
50% or $100 is then put on the site as a reward to any cyclist that can beat it and the café’s logo,
naming rights and website link is put on the climb. However, attempts are made but at the end of 3
months the original record still stands and another co-sponsor puts an offer for another $200 forward.
The reward doubles and so-forth until it gets beaten. View example of how your sponsorship could
look on the following page.

What about dodgy times by riders?
Cycle2max already has a built in calculator for power which enables us to highly regulate dodgy
times. However in this case we will have a much more formal process that the riders have to go
through to compete for the cash.
1. The rider has to nominate their day and time of attempt at least 2 weeks in advance.
2. They must be a Cycle2max user and have posted at least 3 other times prior to the attempt.
3. Two forms of verification must be used and one of those has to be video footage from an
external source (such as a friend following in the car).
4. Submission of the video to Cycle2max and sponsor for verification and payment of the prize
will be presented 2 weeks after receiving and verifying the video footage.

Interested in sponsoring a climb?
If you’re interested in offering sponsorship for a climb, please email us at support@cycle2max.com
to make your offer, we’ll be happy to work with you on a solution that fits your business.

